A general algorithm for generating isotropy subgroups in superspace.
This paper presents a general algorithm for generating the isotropy subgroups of superspace extensions of crystallographic space groups involving arbitrary superpositions of multi-k order parameters from incommensurate and commensurate k vectors. Several examples are presented in detail in order to illuminate each step of the algorithm. The practical outcome is that one can now start with any commensurate parent crystal structure and generate a structure model for any conceivable incommensurate modulation of that parent, fully parameterized in terms of order parameters of irreducible representations at the relevant wavevectors. The resulting modulated structures have (3 + d)-dimensional superspace-group symmetry. Because incommensurate structures are now commonly encountered in the context of many scientifically and technologically important functional materials, the opportunity to apply the powerful methods of group representation theory to this broader class of structural distortions is very timely.